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A method to achieve photoinduced tuning of PhC nanocavity modes is discussed and implemented. It is based on light induced oxidation in air atmosphere with very low thermal budget which produces a local reduction of the GaAs membrane effective thickness and a large blueshift of the nanocavity modes. It is also shown that green light is much more efficient in inducing the micro-oxidation with respect to near infrared light. The observed behaviour is attributed to oxide growth promoted by photoenhanced reactivity. © 2012 American Institute of Physics. [doi:10.1063/1.3678036]

Photonic crystal (PhC) nanocavities are the building blocks of many advanced optical,1,2 optoelectronic,3 and quantum optics devices.4,5 For most of these applications, a fundamental requisite is the design and control of the PhC nanocavity modes at the target wavelengths, within an accuracy which is not directly obtainable due to the fabrication tolerances. Different postfabrication processing methods, able to tune the nanocavity modes for compensating the fabrication imperfections, have been therefore demonstrated in the last few years, such as tip6 and thermal tuning,7,8 wet chemical digital etching,9 atomic layer deposition,10 nanoxidation,11 liquid nano-infiltration,12 and nano-electromechanical-structures.13,14 Recently, a very simple method based on the thermal oxidation by laser irradiation in air atmosphere has been realized in GaAs,15 Si,16 and GaP structures.17 This method has the great advantage of being local without needing extra materials and processing tools. However, it requires a large thermal budget which can produce undesired annealing and modification of the underlying semiconductor layers.

In this letter, we describe a method to achieve local photoinduced tuning of PhC nanocavity modes with very low thermal budget. It is based on micro-oxidation produced by low power, continuous wave laser micro-irradiation of single nanocavities in air atmosphere. The modes can be largely and smoothly blueshifted due to the local reduction of the GaAs membrane effective thickness after the micro-oxidation. We directly measure the sample temperature during the oxidation by using the PhC modes as a local thermometer, and we extract a temperature rise as low as \( T < 47 \) °C, in agreement with simulations based on finite element method (FEM) and finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) method. We also show that green light is much more efficient in inducing the micro-oxidation with respect to near infrared light. This behaviour is attributed to oxide growth promoted by photo enhanced reactivity.

The samples under consideration are 2D PhC microcavities (triangular lattice of air holes with lattice parameter \( a = 311 \) nm and filling fraction \( f = 35\% \)) of a GaAs based heterostructure. Three layers of high-density InAs quantum dots (QDs) emitting at 1300 nm (acting as integrated light sources) are grown by molecular beam epitaxy at the center of a 320-nm-thick GaAs membrane obtained by selective etching of an AlGaAs sacrificial layer. The nanocavity is formed by four missing holes organized in a diamond-like geometry (denominated D2 cavity). The first two modes of the D2 cavity (hereafter labelled M1 and M2) are spatially extended along the two orthogonal diagonals of the D2 rhomb, and have different polarization properties.6 Photoluminescence (PL) spectra of the samples were collected in a confocal configuration using a 50× microscope objective (NA = 0.7). The sample is excited either with light from a diode laser (\( \lambda = 780 \) nm) or by an Ar\(^+\) ion laser (\( \lambda = 514 \) nm), and the emitted PL signal is coupled to a single-mode optical fiber of 6 µm core diameter, acting as a confocal pinhole, connected to a spectrometer. The PL signal, dispersed by the spectrometer, is finally collected by a liquid nitrogen cooled InGaAs array. The sample is mounted on a XY stage so that it can be scanned in respect to the objective, allowing the collection of two-dimensional PL maps. In order to quantify our spatial resolution, we report in Fig. 1(a) the PL intensity map of the fundamental mode M1 at low excitation power (\( P = 0.1 \) mW), where heating can be neglected. The data lead to an estimate of the laser spot of the order of 1.1 µm full width at half maximum. The spectral resolution of the experimental setup is 0.5 nm.

In order to control the local temperature of the samples under laser exposure, we take advantage of the thermal red shift of the photonic modes which, around room temperature,
has been calibrated to be 0.12 nm/K. Typical results are reported in Figs. 1(b)–1(j) for excitation at $\lambda = 780$ nm, and they refer to the highest excitation power ($P = 2.7$ mW) used in the experiment, where a 4.7 nm red shift of the modes at the center of the laser spot can be monitored. In principle, during laser exposure, the modes may shift due to (1) oxidation, (2) optical Kerr effect, (3) free carrier injection, and (4) heating. Oxidation leads to an irreversible blue shift which is negligible for the experimental time exposure corresponding to the data reported in Fig. 1. Optical Kerr effect occurs at much higher excitation power, due to the small non-linearity of GaAs. Optical tuning due to free carrier injection has been studied in Ref. 20; it gives a blue shift and by using the parameter given in Ref. 20, we estimate a blue shift of the order of 1 nm for the data reported in Fig. 1. Heating gives a red shift of the modes and our findings, therefore, demonstrated that it is the dominant effect in our experimental condition. Still the correction for the blue shift (of the order of 20% of the experimental red shift) due to free carrier injection has to be accounted for an accurate estimation of the sample temperature.

The spectral shift map shown in Fig. 1(b) was obtained by spatially scanning the sample under the fixed laser beam and measuring the peak wavelength of the fundamental PhC mode M1 for each position. The map shows that the thermal gradient extends over a 2 $\mu$m region, which is slightly larger than the excitation spot. In fact, the PhC mode acts as a local thermometer, and the monochromatic spatial maps, obtained by reporting the PL intensity maps at a given wavelength, can be used to get precise information of the temperature distribution. This is clearly demonstrated by the maps shown in Figs. 1(c)–1(j) at $\Delta \lambda = 0.5$ nm steps, so that a local and direct measurement of the laser induced sample heating can be monitored. The experimental spectral shift of the fundamental mode M1 at the center of the spot is $\Delta \lambda = 4.7$ nm, corresponding (including the estimated blue shift for carrier injection) to an increase of temperature of the order of 47 $^\circ$C [Fig. 1(b)]. The temperature increase is large enough to be carefully measured but extremely low for thermal effects such as annealing or thermal oxidation to be activated. Data for green light from the Ar$^+$ laser are very similar; at the maximum power used ($P = 0.7$ mW), we observe a temperature increase of $\Delta T = 22$ $^\circ$C.

In order to verify that our data reflect the real temperature of the sample, we use FEM to estimate the laser heating for the realistic structure in the experimental conditions. The temperature profile during laser irradiation is calculated by solving the heat conduction equation, taking into account the temperature-dependent thermal conductivity of bulk GaAs and the power lost due to reflection at the top surface of the membrane. We note that the actual thermal conductivity in the PhC region may be lower than the bulk values due to phonon scattering at the etched interfaces. Heat losses due to convection and conduction in air are neglected. Multiple reflections inside the membrane are also not considered; for green light, the absorption in a single pass through the membrane is more than 90%, and therefore, the approximation is valid. The spatial profile of the calculated temperature at the top surface of the PhC nanocavity at a laser power $P = 0.7$ mW and $\lambda = 516$ nm (because of the availability of the parameters required for the calculation) is reported in Fig. 2. The temperature reaches its maximum value $\Delta T = 16$ $^\circ$C at the center of the laser spot and drops while moving away from it; thus, experimental data and theoretical simulations nicely fit together. In the case of infrared light, assuming an excitation power of 2.7 mW and $\lambda = 780$ nm, the simulation gives at the center of the laser spot a maximum heating of 21 $^\circ$C. The simulated heating with excitation at $\lambda = 780$ nm is underestimated, because the single pass absorption in the membrane is only 38% and neglecting the multiple reflection is likely to be incorrect. Nevertheless, the reliability of the temperature estimation and the very low thermal budget used in our experimental condition are supported by FEM.
simulations. Also the spatial profile of the FEM temperature map nicely agrees with the experimental data, giving a thermal distribution extending over 2 μm.

Despite the very low thermal budget of our exposure condition, we observe that a non reversible modification of the PhC nanocavity occurs after laser illumination of about half an hour under high excitation power, that is, P = 2.7 mW for λ = 780 nm and P = 0.7 mW for λ = 514 nm. In fact, when reducing the laser power and after waiting for the cooling of the sample, we observed that the PhC modes undergo sizeable blue shift. The mode shift can be controlled either by varying the laser power or by iterating laser exposure steps. Figure 3(a) displays PL spectra acquired at low power after different exposure times to a high power green laser, showing a large blue shift of the main two resonances without remarkable Q-factor or intensity variations. Data for both excitation wavelengths for mode M1 are given in Fig. 3(b).

Although we had larger heating power and correspondingly larger temperature rise in the experiment with infrared excitation, the results clearly indicate that the rate of blue shift is much larger when using the green light. These findings denote a relevant wavelength dependence of the effect.

The time evolution of the irreversible effect is a key aspect to assess its origin. Clearly from the data of Fig. 3(a), the blue shift is not linear with the laser exposure time. A nice linear trend is instead obtained if the data are plotted vs. the square root of the time, as done in Fig. 3(b). This is a fingerprint of a diffusive process. The data presented so far and the similarity with the results of Ref. 15 suggest us to attribute the progressive mode shift with irradiation time to a non-thermal oxidation of the GaAs membrane. The oxidation acts by reducing the membrane effective thickness and/or by increasing the effective photonic pores diameters. In both cases, the effect on the photonic mode is a shift toward smaller wavelengths. In order to demonstrate that the blue shift depends on the presence of oxygen in the environment of the sample during laser irradiation, we performed the same experiment in a controlled nitrogen atmosphere. In this case, the blue shift of the PhC modes is missing, indicating that oxygen is requisite for observing the PhC modes spectral shift.

It is well known that the local GaAs oxidation produces oxide protrusions due to the larger molar volume of the oxide with respect to the GaAs. An AFM image of the D2 cavity after a laser exposure corresponding to an overall shift of 13 nm of the photonic modes is shown in Fig. 4(a). The presence of an oxide protrusion in a spatial region corresponding to the laser spot is clearly observed on the sample. The line scan from left to right is displayed in Fig. 4(b) to depict the height of the oxidized area; a value of about 20 nm height is found with respect to the non oxidized region. This data could in principle be used to estimate the structural changes of the membrane. From the ratio of the molar volume of stoichiometric oxide (Ref. 21), we expect a reduction of the membrane thickness of the order of 10 nm on the top interface, and this could be used for calculating the mode shift.

However, several important data are missing. First, the oxide can grow also in the bottom side of the membrane and/or in the pores. Second, the oxide can be non-stoichiometric. In Ref. 15, it was assumed that, under thermal oxidation, the oxide would grow isotropically on all the photonic surfaces.

![FIG. 3.](image-url) (Color online) (a) PL spectra of the PhC nanocavity acquired at low power after different exposition times to a high power green laser (P = 0.7 mW). (b) M1 blue shift data plotted vs. the square root of the time for both excitation wavelengths.

![FIG. 4.](image-url) (Color online) (a) Topography image (2.5 × 2.0 μm²) of the D2 cavity after a laser exposure corresponding to an overall shift of 13 nm of the photonic modes; a protrusion is observed inside the dotted circle due to the laser spot local oxidation. (b) Line profile of (a) allows to evaluate the height of the oxidized region being approximately 20 nm. The red dashed line is a guide to the eyes obtained through a FFT low pass filter.
and this leaded, from a fit of the mode shift, to a very thin (less than 1 nm) non-stoichiometric oxide protrusion. The morphological data reported here suggest instead the formation of a thick stoichiometric oxide layer (even if the study of the oxide composition is outside the scope of the paper). We performed FDTD (not shown here) simulations in order to link the oxidation to the mode blue shift. We found that the 10 nm membrane-thickness reduction (with the hypothesis of stoichiometric oxide) is too small for accounting the blue shift of the photonic modes of about 13 nm. This finding points out the role of the oxidation of the bottom interface and/or of the pores for a quantitative analysis of the blue shift.

The final point of our analysis is to address the physical mechanisms for explaining the laser assisted non-thermal oxidation of the GaAs. Effects on the GaAs surface after light illuminations have been reported in literature. It has been experimentally observed an excitation-enhanced oxidation of the GaAs surfaces that takes place when the energy of the incident radiation is larger than the GaAs band gap. This indicates that a carrier generation at the crystal surface is essential to observe the enhanced oxidation effect. Thus, the photogenerated electron-holes pairs can catalytically enhance the breaking of the substrate bonds and the dissociation of the adsorbate molecules. The experimental evidence that the reaction rate per incident photon is strongly dependent on photon energy has been already observed and related to the interaction of hot electrons with O$_2$ via resonant tunneling. It is also important to compare our data with the findings of Ref. 15. The use of higher power with a larger laser spot lead to a very different thermal budget (higher temperatures during irradiation). We expect, however, that also in those experiments radiation-enhanced oxidation may have played a role (note the relatively low activation energy value reported in Ref. 15).

In conclusion, the catalytic effect of electron-hole pairs photo-generated at the surface of PhC nanocavities produces a large and fine controlled tuning of the resonances without drastically increasing the sample temperature. The laser assisted oxidation of the sample determines a local modification of the nanocavities, reducing the effective membrane thickness and increasing the effective photonic pores diameter. Post growth local control of the photonic modes with a low thermal budget that avoids annealing and/or damage of the quantum emitters (such as quantum wells or quantum dots) can be exploited also for changing on demand the coupling strength between emitters and optical modes or between different modes in systems with two or more PhC nanocavities.
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